COURSE OUTLINE

Week

1. Introduction
2. The Socioeconomic Setting and Nationality Question before World War I
3. Revolutions in the Russian Empire and Western Ukrainian Lands, 1917-1919
5. Interwar Soviet Ukraine: the Struggle for Autonomy
6. Interwar Soviet Ukraine: Economic, Political, and Cultural Integration
7. Western Ukrainian Lands During the Interwar Years
8. World War II and its Impact on Ukraine
9. Other Peoples of Ukraine
10. Soviet Ukraine from World War II to Gorbachev
11. Ukraine from Independence to the Maidan

REQUIRED AND SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS:

On separate list

WRITTEN WORK

Essay of 7,500 to 8,500 typewritten words (30-34 double-spaces pages)

GRADING

Map test and brief essay  20%
Oral reports           20%
Discussant critique    20%
Essay                 40%
INTRODUCTION

THE SOCIOECONOMIC SETTING AND THE NATIONALITY QUESTION BEFORE WORLD WAR I

Required:


Supplementary:


Kappeler, Andreas et al., eds. *Culture, Nation, and Identity* (Edmonton and Toronto,
3. WAR AND REVOLUTIONS IN THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE AND WESTERN UKRAINIAN LANDS, 1914-1919

Required:

DK508.51 .M34 2010

DK508.832 .R47

Kuchabsky, Vasyl. Western Ukraine in Conflict with Poland and Bolshevism, 1918-1923 (Edmonton, 2009), pp. 22-50.
DK508.9 .U37K8313 2009

DJK28 .R87M348 2015

Supplementary:

Von Hagen, Mark. War in a European Borderland: Occupations... in Galicia and Ukraine, 1914-1918. (Seattle, 2007)
Pidhainy, Oleh S. The Formation of the Ukrainian Republic (Toronto and New York, 1966).

Nowosiwsky, Bukovinian Ukrainians, pp. 93-166.

4. CIVIL WAR AND THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ORDER, 1919-1920

Required:

Magocsi, History of Ukraine: Land and Its Peoples, pp. 524-546 and 559-564.
DK508.51 .M34 2010

Reshetar, Ukrainian Revolution, pp. 211-239 and 319-331.
DK508. 832 .R47

DK508. 832 .U47

Supplementary:

Pipes, Formation of the USSR, pp. 114-150.
Borys, Sovietization of Ukraine, pp. 203-257.
Procynk, Anna. Russian Nationalism and Ukraine: The Nationality Policy of the Volunteer Army during the Civil War (Edmonton and Toronto, 1995).
Palij, Michael. The Anarchism of Nestor Makhno: 1918-1921 (Seattle and London,
5. INTERWAR SOVIET UKRAINE: THE STRUGGLE FOR AUTONOMY

Required:

DK266 .P53

DK508. 772 .K73

HX550 .N3 M22

Supplementary:


6. INTERWAR SOVIET UKRAINE: ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND CULTURAL INTEGRATION

Required:

Krawchenko, Social Change and National Consciousness, pp. 113-152.
DK508. 772 .K73

Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas, pp. 264-301.
HX550 .N3  M22

Snyder, Timothy. Bloodlands: Europe Between Hitler and Stalin (New York, 2010), pp. 21-58
DJK49 .S69 2010

DK508. 8 .S75

Supplementary:


7. WESTERN UKRAINIAN LANDS DURING THE INTERWAR YEARS

Required:

(in Robarts Stacks); also e resource online

(in Robarts Stacks); also e resource online

DK508.9 .U37S55 2015Y

Magocsi, With Their Backs to the Mountains, pp. 191-217.
DJK28 .R87M348 2015

Supplementary:

Radziejowski, Janusz, The Communist Party of Western Ukraine, 1919-1929
(Edmonton, 1983).

8. WORLD WAR II AND ITS IMPACT ON UKRAINE

Required:


DK508.812 .L52 2016

Magocsi, With Their Backs to the Mountains, pp. 279-301.
DJK28 .R87M348 2015

DK508.8 .A78

DK508.833 .B47

Supplementary:

Boshyk, Yury, ed. Ukraine During World War II (Edmonton, 1986).
Alexiev, Wassilij and Stavrout, Theofanis G. The Great Revival: The Russian Church Under German Occupation (Minneapolis, 1976), esp. pp. 147-185.
Shkandrij, Ukrainian Nationalism, esp. pp. 49-156.
Potichnyj, Peter J. and Shtendera, Yevhen, eds. Political Thought of the Ukrainian Underground, 1943-1951 (Edmonton, 1986).

9. OTHER PEOPLES OF UKRAINE

Required:

DK508.51 .M34 2010

Potichnyj, Peter J. and Aster, Howard, eds. Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Historical Perspective (Edmonton, 1988): Frankel and Altschuler, pp. 281-301.
DS135 .R93 U47

Berkhoff, Harvest of Despair, pp. 59-88.
DK508.833 .B47

D810 .J4 F746

DK511 .C7 F497

DJK48.5 S66

Supplementary:


Magocsi, Paul Robert. This Blessed Land: Crimea and the Crimean Tatars (Toronto, 2014).


10. SOVIET UKRAINE FROM WORLD WAR II TO GORBACHEV

Required:

Krawchenko, Social Change and National Consciousness, pp. 171-254.
DK508. 772 .K73

DK508.8 .B53

DK508. 772 .J45 2007x

DK508.8 .F34
Supplementary:

Marple, David. Stalinism in Ukraine in the 1940s (Edmonton, 1992).
Yekelchik, Serhy. Stalin’s Empire of Memory: Russian-Ukrainian Relations in the Soviet Historical Imagination (Toronto, 2004).
Solchanyk, "Language Politics in the Ukraine", esp. pp. 73-105.
Tillett, Lowell. "Ukrainian Nationalism and the Fall of Shelest", Slavic Review, XXXIV, 4 (Columbus, Ohio, 1975), pp. 752-768.

11. UKRAINE: FROM INDEPENDENCE TO THE MAIDAN

Required:


DK508.45 .W55 2000x

Supplementary:

Nahaylo, Bohdan. The Ukrainian Resurgence (Toronto, 1999)
Kuzio, Taras and Wilson, Andrew. Ukraine: Perestroika to Independence (Edmonton and Toronto, 1994).
Solchanyk, Roman, ed. Ukraine From Chernobyl' to Sovereignty (Edmonton, 1992).
Wilson, Andrew. Ukrainian Nationalism in the 1990s (Cambridge, 1997).
Szporluk, Roman. Russia, Ukraine, and the Break-Up of the Soviet Union (Stanford, 2000).